Available on a fast turn-around and delivered to site pre-assembled for simple installation our highly versatile medical duct systems have been developed in conjunction with top performing, hospital maintenance teams.

These units are manufactured bespoke for each project and are available in a range of materials, designs, heights and colours.
Panels
HPL
Core/Face: High density particleboard faced 1 side with high pressure laminate and balancer on reverse giving 18mm nominal thickness
Edge: Matching 2mm thick impact resistant ABS lipping

SGL
Core/Face: Solid grade laminate with colour finish to both sides giving 13mm nominal thickness
Edge: Polished and radiused
Colour: From the Dunhams colour selector
Cut-outs: Not included unless mentioned on quote

Dimensions
Height: Full room height / cubicle height / low level removable access panels
Floor Clearance: Panels commence at 100mm above finished floor level to allow for skirting detail by others.

Fixings
Panel Fixing: Concealed Keku clips (lift-off or pull-out pattern)
Shadow Strips: 18mm thick laminated exterior MDF shadow gap strips supplied with edges grooved to receive our secret fixing clips.

Options
Panels: Hinged panels available as an alternative to lift-off/pull-out
Panel Finishes: Alternative laminate finishes/patterns to those offered on the Dunhams colour selected can be sourced to meet your requirements as an extra
Recessed, flush door system available on SGL handwash units.
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